Development of a Multi-layer State Estimation Method for Functional Impact and Recoverability Analysis Under Cyber Attacks in NPPs
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1. Introduction

The application of digital and automation technologies to NPP I&C systems has raised the cyber security concerns in the nuclear industry. Several cyber-attack cases on nuclear facilities proved that cyber-attacks are possible in NPPs even if they are separated from the external network. Regulatory bodies require all nuclear facilities to have sufficient prevention and response capability [1]. Since cyber-attacks tend to be implemented with malicious intentions and through persistent attempts, it is impossible to have a complete prevention plan. The deployed security controls may become insufficient against the evolving cyber-attacks. The security controls can be breached or easily bypassed by information leakage or insiders. Immediate security patch is not allowable in NPPs, systems may be exposed to threats for a long time. For this reason, prevention and response plans should be established to complement each other.

However, there are several limitations. The existing fault diagnosis techniques are limited in detecting and analyzing symptoms of cyber-attack. Since pattern of cyber-attacks is unpredictable, developing a detailed response procedure is impossible. Response plans and techniques, developed in other industries, cannot be applied to NPPs. Without detailed procedures, operators will be faced with tasks of diagnosing the uncertain situations and taking response actions in a short time [2]. In order to solve the problems, an integrated cyber-attack response plan and an integrated response support system need to be developed.

2. Analysis of an Integrated Cyber-attack Response Plan in NPPs

Although several safety features have been implemented in NPPs, physical damage can be caused by cyber-attacks in various ways. Fortunately, it is possible to take safety response manually, as long as operators are able to recognize the current situation correctly. However, unexpected cyber-attack situations can make the human reliability of operators degraded. Confused operators may be hard to perceive the current situation and error-prone [3]. In addition, cyber-attacks can deliberately prevent operators from perceiving the current situation. Even, a cyber-attack with specific NPP knowledge could increase the possibility of wrong operator actions and cause serious consequences [4]. Without security analysis, the existing safety response plans have limitations. Operators may believe the manipulated information without suspicion of cyber-attacks. The detected cyber anomaly may be regarded as a simple device failure. Unobservable and potential cyber-attack damage cannot be identified and responded. The IAEA insisted that security analysis activities should be included in the scope of EOPs [5].

In the safety-critical industry, safety-related security analysis must be able to be conducted on site. With this regard, the primary purpose of cyber-attack response plan in NPPs is to ensure the integrity and rapid recovery of essential system functions associated with safety, security, emergency preparedness (SSEP). Based on the response purpose, the safety-related security analysis could be:

- Determining the impact of the incident on SSEP and identifying safety actions to place the organization or facility in a safe condition.
- Identifying the extent of the incident to establish an adequate security response.

Safety-related security analyses for safety and security response planning are not separated. It is because that identifying unobservable and potential SSEP damage is based on the analysis of security incident. The safety-related security analysis activities are divided and correlated as Fig. 1. However, the defined analytical activities could exceed the cognitive capability of human operators. An integrated security analysis support system needs to be developed. Not only helpful, but quantitative and intuitive information needs to be provided for individual analysis. The individual analysis activities need to be supported in an integrated manner aligning with the cognitive process model.


Fig. Safety-related Security Analysis in NPPs
Cyber-attacks tend to compromise security conditions sequentially required for their specific attack goals by security exploiting vulnerabilities. Defining a transient system security state as a set of compromised security conditions, current security state can be interpreted as the cyber-attack progress and security impact [6]. The current security state cannot be observed directly and should be inferred using partially observed cyber anomaly alarms. Assuming security state transitions and alarm generations follow probabilistic distributions, cyber-attack process can be modeled as a hidden Markov Model. However, since sufficient training data sets are required to construct HMMs, its application has been limited in areas where training data sets are unavailable. In this study, a method is developed to construct HMMs using the available system and security knowledge. In addition, an online model update method is developed.

A security condition dependency graph is used to determines the feasible states and state transitions [6]. An example of security condition graph is described in Fig. 2. A dependency graph defines logical relationships of security conditions and vulnerability exploitations. The security state transition probability depends on the exploitable security vulnerabilities and implemented attack techniques. The CVSS is used to quantify the impact and exploitability of vulnerabilities [7]. The concept of activity level of cyber-attack is suggested for shaping the state transition probability. Cyber anomaly alarms are generated when certain types of vulnerabilities are being exploited. Each security state determines exploitable vulnerabilities and alarms to be generated. Detection systems have their inherent false-negative and false-positive error rates. The concept of stealthy level of cyber-attack is suggested for shaping the false-negative error rate.

Fig. Security Condition Dependency Graph [7]

Several HMMs can be constructed within the pre-defined adversary range. The suitability of constructed HMM can be evaluated by the evaluation module with online observations. Since, whether a selected model is the optimal model cannot be judged by a few initial observations, Models constructed within the adversary range must be re-evaluated upon new observations. In addition, the adversary range needs to be shifted and narrowed gradually as observations are accumulated. The developed online update method can update the transition and observation patterns of unreached security states following the investigated system and security knowledge. The online model update algorithm enables to estimate security state using the most optimal model. In addition, it enables to maintain acceptable estimation performance under false positive error cases and false negative error cases. The estimated current security state and state transition path enables to functional impact and recoverability analysis. Elaborated methods will be developed in future work.

4. Summary and Conclusion

In this study, an integrated cyber-attack response plan and an integrated response support system are developed. The developed support system is based on the HMMs based state estimation method. A method is developed to construct HMMs using the available system and security knowledge. In addition, an online model update method is developed. The online model update algorithm enables to estimate security state using the most optimal model. In addition, it enables to maintain acceptable estimation performance under false positive error cases and false negative errors cases. Elaborated methods for functional impact analysis and recoverability analysis will be developed in future work.
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